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ABSTRACT

Although the treatment of venous ulcers requires a set of specific knowledge, non-specialist nurses are unaware of the appropriate therapy, which is a concern in the topical therapy for these skin lesions. This paper aims to present an expert system to support the nursing decision making process in the topical therapy of venous ulcers. It is a development research implemented in five stages: system modeling, knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation from production rules, and system implementation and evaluation. The production rules are presented, as well as some cases to simulate the expert system behavior, demonstrating the viability of its usage in nurse’s practice. The system may support the decision making about the topical therapy of venous ulcers. However, ulcer evaluation should be correctly made, so that the system provides appropriate suggestions, allowing better organization and planning assistance.


RESUMO

Apesar de o tratamento das úlceras venosas exigir um conjunto de conhecimentos específicos, os enfermeiros não especialistas desconhecem as terapias adequadas, o que constitui uma dificuldade na terapia tópica dessas lesões de pele. Este artigo tem como objetivo apresentar um sistema especialista para apoiar o processo de decisão dos enfermeiros na terapia tópica das úlceras venosas. Trata-se de uma pesquisa de desenvolvimento, operacionalizada em cinco etapas: modelagem do sistema, aquisição do conhecimento, representação do conhecimento a partir de regras de produção, implementação e avaliação do sistema. O conjunto das regras é apresentado, assim como casos que simulam o comportamento do sistema especialista, mostrando a viabilidade da sua utilização na prática do enfermeiro. O sistema poderá auxiliar na tomada de decisão sobre as condutas tópicas em úlceras venosas, porém, a avaliação da úlcera deve ser realizada de forma correta, a fim de que o sistema forneça sugestões adequadas, permitindo melhor organização e planejamento da assistência.


Título: Sistema especialista para apoiar a decisão na terapia tópica de úlceras venosas.

RESUMEN

Aunque el tratamiento de las úlceras venosas exige un conjunto de conocimientos específicos, los enfermeros no especializados desconocen la terapia adecuada, lo que constituye una dificultad en la terapia tópica de esas lesiones de piel. Este artículo tiene como objetivo presentar un sistema especializado para apoyar el proceso de decisión de los enfermeros en la terapia tópica de las úlceras venosas. Se trata de una investigación del desarrollo, operado en cinco etapas: modelaje del sistema, adquisición de conocimientos, representación del conocimiento a partir de reglas de producción, de implementación y evaluación del sistema. El conjunto de reglas es presentado, así como algunos casos que simulan el comportamiento del sistema especializado. El sistema puede ayudar a tomar decisiones sobre la terapia tópica, pero, la evaluación de la úlcera se debe realizar correctamente para que el sistema proporcione sugerencias adecuadas, lo que permite una mejor organización y planificación de la asistencia.

Descriptores: Informática aplicada a la enfermería. Úlcera de la pierna. Úlcera varicosa. Sistemas especializados.

Título: Sistema Especialista para apoyar la decisión en la terapia tópica de úlceras venosas.
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INTRODUCTION

It is estimated that venous ulcers, or leg ulcers, affect 1% to 2% of the world population, being more prevalent in people over 65 years old, interfering directly in their quality of life, because these are chronic conditions(1). They are a consequence of chronic venous insufficiency caused by decreased venous return in the cases of deep venous thrombosis and reflux of venous blood, forming chronic wounds that affect the lower limbs (2-3).

The quality of life of individuals affected by venous ulcers can be affected by several factors, including bad smell, oozing, pain, reduced mobility, decreased sleep, social isolation, long time to heal and frequent dressing changes that require the assistance by healthcare professionals, which implies several visits to healthcare units(1-4).

Nurses have traditionally been responsible for the care to patients (or clients, users...) affected by leg ulcer and also for topically treating the wounds(5-6-7). Topical therapy involves the cleaning process, debridement (removal of dead tissue) and the choice of bandages, also known as covers(8). There are many covers for treating these ulcers and each cover is intended for a specific need. The most commonly used covers include those capable of maintaining moist conditions, absorbing excess moisture, removing devitalized tissues from the wound bed and also antibacterial covers(9). Also available are various technological treatments for local care (10), e.g. the use of ultrasound, laser, electrical stimulation, hyperbaric oxygen therapy and local negative pressure known as vacuum therapy.

Because of the complexity of venous ulcers and the many possible treatments appropriate knowledge and skills are required in professional nursing. The care of patients with acute and chronic wounds, including leg ulcers, is the nursing specialty called stomatherapy. The stomatherapist is the professional who has knowledge, training and ability to treat any type of acute or chronic wound, and such expertise should ensure and improve the level of individual and collective health of these patients.

Procedures based on evidence contain scientific recommendations (guidelines) for nurses, so that they are able to provide the best possible care for patients. These guidelines subsidize the construction of protocols aimed to support professionals in making decisions regarding a given clinical situation. The use of protocols for assisting patients improved healing rates and reduced the costs of the treatment of venous ulcers(11).

However, there is a lack of specialists in stomatherapy in Brazil(12). Despite advances in research, guidelines have not been established for the topical treatment of venous ulcers (9). In Brazil, except for a few services, no protocols are used to benefit these patients, or else the protocols used were not constructed according to an appropriate methodology. Meanwhile, in countries like England, Canada, Spain and the United States there is a strong movement towards the elaboration of clinical protocols to improve the quality of care and the rates of healing of venous ulcers, as well as to reduce the costs of treatment(13).

Non-specialist public health nurses are not familiar with the specific therapies for patients with venous ulcers and report that the lack of a protocol to support their decision is an additional difficulty to treat these patients(5-6-7).

Therefore, the lack of adequate systematization and specialist nurses could be minimized with the use of technology, through the development of an expert system that supports the decision making process of nurses and provides, in addition to a knowledge base(14), a database with potential to support future research in this area. The availability of a database would be of critical importance not only from the point of view of data collection, but also for supporting the decision-making process(15).

Expert systems are a class of Artificial Intelligence systems that perform functions similar to those usually performed by human specialists, allowing to represent the necessary human knowledge or expertise(16).

The basic structure of an expert system consists of: knowledge base, inference engine and user interface. The knowledge base can be composed by a set of rules, facts and heuristics that correspond to the knowledge of specialists on the domain on which the system was constructed. The inference motor is responsible for directing the search for the rules stored in the knowledge base to be evaluated. The user interface should be friendly and flexible ensuring interaction between the expert system and the user during the processing(17).
The use of expert systems provides some benefits particularly regarding the ability to extend decision-making to several persons, improvement of the productivity and performance of its users, decrease in the degree of dependence of specialists by healthcare centers, as well as the possibility of its use as a training tool (17).

Given this scenario, the present article aims to present an expert system to support decision-making in the topical therapy of venous ulcers.

METHOD

This research is aimed to systematize the actions of the professional nurse with the use of a protocol, as well as to facilitate the monitoring and recording of treatment evolution, the costs involved, and support decision on the most appropriate topical procedure. An expert system called PROTUV (Protocol for the Treatment of Venous Ulcers) was developed in 2008, according to the following steps: system modeling, knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, implementation and system evaluation.

The system modeling was performed by information technology professionals using artifacts of Unified Modeling Language (UML) with the purpose of transforming the needs of nurse professionals and protocols in a formal specification that could be implemented. For the step of knowledge acquisition, a textual protocol elaborated by a stomatherapist was adopted (18). Knowledge representation was made by means of production rules that form the knowledge base and that were built from the textual protocol by information specialists. The system was implemented in JAVA programming language for the Web platform, using the Data Management System (DBMS), Microsoft Structured Query (SQL) Server and the Web Apache Tomcat application server. The system is integrated with the Drools tool to support the decision-making process of nurses in the topical therapy of venous ulcers. The PROTUV records and monitors the evolution of the treatment, as well as the costs generated. For a more detailed monitoring, the system provides a history containing pictures of ulcers and charts that point to data such as the type of tissue in the ulcer bed, amount of exudates and ulcer size. The main functionalities of the PROTUV are anamnesis, evaluation and registration of venous ulcers, indication for treatment, monitoring progress, schedule and reports (18).

The support to the decision of the nurse relies on the knowledge base integrated to the system, which will indicate the most suitable topical procedure to treat venous ulcers, as well as the products associated to the referred topical procedure. After patient registration, including details on the aspect of the venous ulcer, e.g., smell, type of tissue and exudate, the system analyzes possible to test the system and assess whether its behavior was consistent with the behavior of a specialist nurse.

The project was not subjected to the Ethics Research Committee because its purpose was the development of an expert system, and no humans, sociological, anthropological or epidemiological studies were involved.

RESULTS

This section presents the production rules elaborated for the system (PROTUV), as well as some experiments on cases developed by a stomatherapist. It is important to stress that these cases consist of simulations of real situations where the results of the procedure to be indicated by the system were previously known. These tests allow to evaluate whether the PROTUV effectively supports nurses, particularly non-specialist nurses.

The rules designed to support the decision-making process of nurses in the topical therapy of venous ulcers are shown in Table 1.

An expert system in Portuguese language was implemented to systematize the actions of the professional nurse with the use of a protocol, as well as to facilitate the monitoring and recording of treatment evolution, the costs involved, and support decision on the most appropriate topical procedure.

The PROTUV records and monitors the evolution of the treatment, as well as the costs generated. For a more detailed monitoring, the system provides a history containing pictures of ulcers and charts that point to data such as the type of tissue in the ulcer bed, amount of exudates and ulcer size. The main functionalities of the PROTUV are anamnesis, evaluation and registration of venous ulcers, indication for treatment, monitoring progress, schedule and reports (18).

The support to the decision of the nurse relies on the knowledge base integrated to the system, which will indicate the most suitable topical procedure to treat venous ulcers, as well as the products associated to the referred topical procedure. After patient registration, including details on the aspect of the venous ulcer, e.g., smell, type of tissue and exudate, the system analyzes the possibility to test the system and assess whether its behavior was consistent with the behavior of a specialist nurse.

The project was not subjected to the Ethics Research Committee because its purpose was the development of an expert system, and no humans, sociological, anthropological or epidemiological studies were involved.

RESULTS

This section presents the production rules elaborated for the system (PROTUV), as well as some experiments on cases developed by a stomatherapist. It is important to stress that these cases consist of simulations of real situations where the results of the procedure to be indicated by the system were previously known. These tests allow to evaluate whether the PROTUV effectively supports nurses, particularly non-specialist nurses.

The rules designed to support the decision-making process of nurses in the topical therapy of venous ulcers are shown in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROCEDURE</th>
<th>PRODUCTION RULE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CLEANING                  | IF dressing change  
THEN clean the wound with SF 0.9%  
END-IF                                                              |
| DEBRIDEMENT               | IF necrotic ulcer  
THEN autolytic debridement with hydrogel OR hydrocolloid OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and transparent film OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and hydrocolloid combined with instrumental debridement OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and transparent film combined with instrumental debridement OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze combined with instrumental debridement OR enzymatic debridement with papain diluted 10% OR enzymatic debridement with papain gel 1% OR instrumental debridement  
END-IF  
IF ulcer covered by slough  
THEN autolytic debridement with hydrogel and hydrocolloid OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and transparent film OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze OR enzymatic debridement with papain gel 1% OR enzymatic debridement with papain diluted 10%  
END-IF |
| CARE WITH THE SKIN AROUND THE ULCER | IF skin around the ulcer is dry or scaly  
THEN Use AGE OR a cream that restores the pH of the skin  
END-IF |
| COVERS                    | IF ulcer with low amount of exudates and without infection, THEN Use hydrocolloid  
END-IF  
IF ulcer with moderate amount of exudates and without infection  
THEN Use calcium alginate or hydrofiber  
END-IF  
IF ulcer with moderate amount of exudates and infection  
THEN Use calcium alginate with silver OR hydrofiber with silver  
END-IF  
IF heavily exuding ulcer without infection  
THEN Use polyurethane foam OR hydrocellular foam  
END-IF  
IF ulcer with heavy exudates and infection  
THEN Use polyurethane foam with silver  
END-IF  
IF painful ulcer without infection and low exudates  
THEN Use hydrocolloid  
END-IF  
IF painful ulcer without infection and moderate to heavy exudates  
THEN Use polyurethane foam  
END-IF |
the values assigned and suggests some procedures. By accepting a suggested treatment, the products associated to the treatment are shown, and it is possible to enter the amount of products used, thus maintaining an updated control of the costs. This control can assist the administrative process related to the care of these ulcers, in addition to its use for cost and benefit analysis regarding the procedures performed.

For those situations where the specialist nurse is not familiar with the procedure or of the products suggested by the system, an online glossary with explanations was included. The user can select the product or treatment to obtain the respective description.

Some experiments were conducted and two cases were selected for demonstration. The first case concerns M.J.S., 67 years old, female, with venous insufficiency diagnosed 12 years ago at M.I.E, and physical examination showed edema, ABI = 0.8, ulcer in the malleolar region measuring 7.8 cm long by 5.2 cm wide, with granulation tissue at the edges and slough at the center of the ulcer, with moderate exudates and no smell.

By logging data on ulcer characteristics onto the system, the knowledge base is consulted to seek for rules that may help obtain the most appropriate procedure for a given situation. In this context, the following rules were implemented:

IF ABI* ≥ 0.8 and ulcer with low exudates and without infection
THEN raise lower limbs for half an hour and use hydrocolloid and Unna boot bandage OR raise lower limbs for half an hour and use hydrocolloid and graduated elastic compression bandage
END-IF

IF ABI ≥ 0.8 and ulcer with moderate exudate and without infection
THEN raise lower limbs for half an hour land use calcium alginate OR hydrofiber and Unna boot bandage OR raise lower limbs for half an hour and use calcium alginate or hydrofiber and graduated elastic compression bandage
END-IF

IF ABI = 0.8 and ulcer with heavy exudate and without infection
THEN raise lower limbs for half an hour and use polyurethane foam OR hydrocellular foam and Unna boot bandage OR raise lower limbs for half an hour and use polyurethane foam and graduated compression bandage

Table 1 – Production Rules to support decision making in the topical therapy of venous ulcers. Curitiba, PR, October – December 2007.

*ABI: ankle-brachial index, measured in mmHg.
IF ulcer with moderate exudate and without infection
THEN use calcium alginate or hydrofiber
END-IF

From these rules it is possible to realize that when the procedure “compression” is indicated and ABI ≥ 0.8 mmHg, the specialist can choose to raise the lower limbs of the patient for half an hour in combination with the use of calcium alginate, or use hydrofiber and application of Unna boot bandage, or else raise lower limbs for half an hour combined with the use of calcium alginate or hydrofiber and application of graduated elastic compression bandage.

The rule for the procedure “debridement”, in turn, indicates that once there is slough in the ulcer bed, the specialist may choose among the following procedures: autolytic debridement with hydrogel and hydrocolloid, or autolytic debridement with hydrogel and transparent film, or else autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze, or enzymatic debridement with papain gel 1%, or finally enzymatic debridement with papain diluted 10%.

Regarding the rule for the procedure “covers”, the system indicates the use of calcium alginate or hydrofiber for ulcer with moderate exudate and without infection.

In the second case the patient selected was J.J.G, 62 years old, male, with non diagnosed ulcer in the M.I.D for 5 years anos, and physical examination showed ABI = 0.68, irregularly shaped, 6.0 cm² long and with a depth of 0.5 cm, slough and small amount of exudates, pain, inverted edge and dry peri-wound skin.

As in case 1, when the ulcer characteristics are entered in the system the knowledge base is consulted seeking for rules that may assist in the case. In this experiment the rules below were implemented:

IF ulcer with slough
THEN autolytic debridement with hydrogel and hydrocolloid OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and transparent film OR autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze OR enzymatic debridement with papain gel 1% OR enzymatic debridement with papain diluted 10%
IF painful ulcer with infection and low exudate
THEN use hydrocolloid
END-IF
IF skin around the ulcer is dry or scaly
THEN use AGE OR a cream to restor the pH of the skin
END-IF

With the implementation of the rule, the most indicated procedures are suggested, as well as their respective products. Figure 1 shows the system screen for this case. The characteristics of the ulcer can be seen on the left side of the screen and on the right side the suggestions made by the system.

DISCUSSION

As it can be seen, the nurse can choose among alternative procedures for the topical treatment of venous ulcers. The alternatives offered by the system are intended to contribute to the decision making of the non-specialist nurse regarding the most suitable procedure to be performed in a given situation, according to the availability of products in the health facility.

However, choosing the most appropriate action depends essentially on the nurse once assessment of the ulcer is a responsibility of this professional e.g. if the nurse is not able to identify the type of ulcer of a patient with venous ulcer in the lower limbs, he will not be able to enter the correct data on the system, and may induce the system to indicate inappropriate procedures for the case.

The choice of the procedure to be adopted in a given situation can also be influenced by the criteria used by the nurse to select one of the alternatives displayed in the system. For example, when the specialist enters ABI = 0.8 in the system some suggestions (procedures) are displayed by the system, and, thus, if the nurse decides to raise lower limbs for half an hour combined with the use of calcium alginate, he (she) should be aware that he (she) is not choosing compressive therapy, and such decision might not be the most appropriate in Case 1 because the patient has edema, and, thus, compressive therapy is indicated in such case. On the other hand, considering the availability of products, the best procedure in the referred case – compressive therapy – might not
be feasible, for it is known that some facilities do not count on Unna boot bandage and graduated elastic compression bandages.

So in figure 1 alternative actions are suggested for the “debridement” procedure, and autolytic debridement with hydrogel and non-adherent gauze was considered the most appropriate action for Case 2. Nevertheless, it is important to stress that the nurse may decide to use another procedure or product, other than that indicated by the system, at the discretion of the health professional and considering the availability of products in the health facility, since the system is aimed to support the decision and not replace the professional.

Therefore, it is expected that the PROTUV assists nurses to choose the most appropriate action among the various actions suggested as topical therapies for venous ulcers. In the decision making process regarding the care to be provided to patients with venous ulcer, it should also be stressed that, besides the choice of the most appropriate topical therapy, the nurse should also take into consideration the possible limitations imposed by the physical condition of the patient. These limitations can increase stress and concern, with impact on work and leisure, demonstrating that because venous ulcers are chronic may cause them to affect the patient not only physically, but also emotionally and socially.

Also, it should be noted that the elderly population is increasing worldwide. According to the estimates of the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE), Brazil will have 63 million elderly people by 2050, with 1.7 elderly individual for each young individual.

Thus, it is not enough to discuss the topical therapy of venous ulcers. The emotional and social aspects of the individual, as well as the fact that the population is growing old should also be considered, aiming at a comprehensive approach to the treatment of patients with venous ulcers. Technology is a valuable asset that if used properly can help change the reality of the people affected by this condition, as well as increase the confidence and skills of the professionals who perform these treatments and who have not yet had the opportunity to obtain expert knowledge.

Finally, to ensure the successful use of a decision support system and hence effectiveness in nurse care, the use of resources that enable ongoing education of the nurse staff about the treatment of wounds, as well as on the use of the system.
CONCLUSIONS

Because its knowledge is based on a protocol, the PROTUV system may help the nurse staff in their decision making regarding the most appropriate topical therapy for venous ulcers, based on updated scientific knowledge, standardizing the procedures in the health facilities, aimed to improve patient assistance and increase the confidence and skills of the professionals.

It should be emphasized that despite the support of information systems for support to decision, evaluation of the ulcer should be performed correctly even by nurses non specialist nurses to ensure that the system provides adequate solutions.

In addition to the expected improvements in healing rates, it is expected that the standardization of assistance may reduce costs and optimize the time of the nurse, as observed in other countries that have proposed to use protocols for topical procedures in venous ulcers.

The proposed and evaluated system will allow better organization and planning of the assistance and will provide a thorough overview of the cases offered. The system database will enable future research on the profile of the patients, on the characteristics of the ulcer, on more suitable treatments, costs, among others, which are not possible now because of the lack of a database that provides this information.
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